
they are beliefs or superstititions Buddha: all of these causal views are lacking

toddlers, teenagers, drunks, politicians

I don't know, it just happened just random events 4. There are no causes

Probably something you did

why is God crying?

God is crying
When a child asks, 
Why is it raining?Jack Handey

belief in eternal soul and deterministic view of karma

attempt to accommodate change and relativity
3. causation as both internal and external

Mother/father/God/Martian mind meld made me this way, etc. 2. causes are external

Lady Gaga: Born this way
Steppenwolf: born to be wild 1. causes are inherent, internal

folk theory of causes turns out to be also the accepted philosophical 
framework, both Indian and western, as well as the basis for western 
science. 

control

prediction

explanation why do we need to know?

if you think the bodhisattva vows are impossible, try these. Or 
rather, you have been trying these, your whole life, right?

from beginingless greed, hate, and delusion

all the karma I am enmeshed in all my ancient twisted karma

and yet: somebody needs 
to take the blame, right?

never mind the multiple causes: could you even 
discover all the causes, much less count them?

a happy child

successful film

economic crisis

war

car accident

global warming

breakup of a marriage

now, imagine the causes of something even
a little more complex

these are a tiny fraction of the interdependencies
that support or contribute to the spilling of a glass
of milk; without any of them, "spilling a glass of milk"
does not arise.  

Me: having poured a glass of milk in the first place, 
impatience, rushing, fear of being late, parents, boss 
who hates me, resentment,inattention, worry, my
elbow bends the wrong way, movement error, poor spatial 
body sense, my stupidity/clumsiness, brain tumor? Parkinsons? etc.

glass: etc.

do we know 
"what causes milk?"

Milk: cow, hay, corn, water, soil organisms,
farmer, carton manufacturer, managers, administration, 
computer networks, highways, truck manufacturer, 
gas and oil producers, tire manufacturers, 
truck dealer, gas station, truck driver, stock boy, cashier

72 labors brought us this food

dependent on what?

knocked it over
with my elbow what is the cause?

Simple example: Spilling a glass of milk

The tiny is as large as the vast when 
objective boundaries have vanished;
 the vast is as small as the tiny 
when you don't have external limits.

flows

relationships
General Systems theories
current in many disciplines

mutual causality

paticca samuppada3. Buddha's teachings

other sects in 
opposition to the Vedic

Yogic

Vedic2. Early Indian:  at 
time of Buddha

what beliefs about causes
do we operate our lives under

Science

Philosophy

1. Western causality

Overview of talk

so what other possibility is there?

we cling to naive causal theories that do not serve us well

to ignore the catastrophic failuresconvinced by our modest successes

seem a matter of life or death

our support and care for the whole container and experiencethis intensive

if we go to the river, we can find gameevolutionary: How can we get food

developmental: baby

hardwired in living species: barking dog

examples: causal theories

survival value of causal theories
a certain cheerful
stupidity

my students: homelessness is caused by lack of homes
to end homelessness: give homeless people homes!

no pain, no gainno X, no YX causes Y
our search for the right technique, teacher, community

our belief in our "progress" or lack of it

our notions about what "works"

also powerfully affect our understanding and activity on our spiritual path

all "if/then" statements are causal: if I get rid of unhappy thoughts, then I will only have happy thoughts.

who or what is to blame for this?

and much less of the bad stuff?
how can we get more of 
the good stuff in our lives

how can we assure our safety, comfort, and happiness?

from depressed to happy

where I am now to enlightenment

Madison to Lotus Lake

how can we get from point A to point B?

how can we know what will happen?

how can we make happen what we want to happen?

bad marriage, tornado, recession,  
child abuse, allergies, etc.

or how can we keep it 
from happening again?

how can we make it stop?

how did it happen?why is this like this?

our earliest and most pressing questions

control

prediction

explanation/analysis

Why are theories of causation important?

12-fold chain of causation (see handout for outline)

dependent co-arising

mutual causalitypaticca samuppadathe Buddha's teachings on 

and our living together this week

our experiential learning

set up our experiments

give grounding

please forgive me for the academic 
quality of today's talk

these foundations are difficult to convey

and mutually influencing one another

because we are living together

beyond a class or dharma talk

depth in teaching

our time frame

Setting the foundational context

Dependent co-arising
Joanna Macy Notes


